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Recommended baking pans: 9 x 13 Baking Pan 20 pull apart rolls 8 Baking Pan- 9 pull apart muffin tin rolls- 2 rolls per cup 11 x 17 Baking sheet 35 pull-except rolls Select pan Regular method - 3 to 5 hours Spray pan with cooking spray. Place the frozen rolls in a saucepan, and cover with plastic wrap sprayed with cooking spray to keep it from sticking to the
rolls when growing. Let the growth from 3 to 5 hours until the rolls double in size. The actual time depends on the temperature of your kitchen. Gently remove the plastic wrap. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Bake for 15-20 minutes, until golden brown. Remove the rolls from the pan immediately and place on the wire rack to cool. Brush the top
with melted butter or margarine, if desired. METHOD METHOD Convection oven: Lower baking temperature up to 325 degrees Fahrenheit. Bake the rolls for 10-15 minutes. Storage (after baking): BAKED ROLLS can be refrigerated for up to 4 days. Preheat the roll in the microwave for 15 seconds on a high or bake for 3 minutes at 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
INGREDIENTS: Unheated enriched white flour (wheat flour, malted barley flour, niacin, iron sulfate or reduced iron, thiamine mononitrate, riboflavin, folic acid), water, yeast, granulated sugar, soybean oil and/or rapeseed oil, salt, malt, stearoyl lactylat sodium, yeast Individuals with food allergies: This product is manufactured in a facility that processes
products containing wheat, milk, and soy. Rhodes does not use nuts, peanuts, seeds, meat, fish or shellfish. The questions about baking with Rhodes? Want to check the availability of our products in your area? Email or call today with any questions you may have. E-MAIL: customersatisfaction@rhodesbread.com Phone: 800-876-7333 (free) Kid Friendly
Recipes Rhodes Pizza 101 Rhodes Story I absolutely love serving rolls for guests who appear to have been purchased at the bakery. Honestly, while it will take you to run to the bakery and home you could easily have 2-3 dozen rolls of shape and growth. Are you ready to create and bake rolls that will wow your family and friends? For these form rolls, we
use white dinner rolls. They sat on the counter for about 2 hours to thaw; they're still a little cold. Swirl RollsSwirl rolls super easy and one of my favorites. What am I talking about? They are all my favorites!! Combine the two dinner rolls together then roll and stretch into a 12-inch rope. Roll out in the flour and form coils. Place in a sprayed muffin tin. Really, it's
that simple! (Rise and bake instructions for all rolls are at the bottom of this post.) Rolls RollsCloverleaf are made by cutting the rolls in half. Place three halves in each cup of sprayed muffin tin. I like to brush mine with melted butter between each half of the roll, because it helps to keep the definition between sections of the roll. On a healthier note you can
dust off the flour. Double Rolls SO easy, place two Dinner Rolls flat sides together. Place them in a sprayed tin of buns. Brush with melted butter. Done. I was serious when I said TOSES. Knot RollsRoll each roll in a 9-inch rope and tie into a knot. Place on a large sprayed baking sheet. If you want to add seeds for fantasy rolls; Brush each knot with the
beaten egg and sprinkle with seeds. Not only are they perfect with dinner; they are perfect at any time of the day. You can roll them into melted butter and Parmesan cheese or melted butter and dry ranch sauce or melted butter with cinnamon and sugar. My God, the possibilities are endless, I tell you! Okay, another one....I know we're going to have a great
time and we've all become fast friends here in cyberspace, but there are so many more interesting ideas that will be shared. Parkerhouse RollsI love Parkerhouse rolls! They remind me of the rolls my grandmother would make at Sunday dinners. The poor woman made them from scratch, and it took most of the day. Using a little flour to prevent sticking,
smooth each roll into the oval. Brush the center with melted oil. (Keep the oil away from the edges - believe me.) Fold in half, slightly pressing the edges. Dust the tops with flour and place on a large sprayed cooking sheet. Oh, my God, that's good. You can also make Butterflake Rolls, which were featured in a post last week. And then....you know you can
always do the easiest way, which is to put the rolls on a sprayed baking sheet, cover them with sprayed plastic wrap, let them thaw, rise and bake. Yes, it's really that simple. When using Dinner Rolls, I put them on a 5 X 7 sheet - like this: When using Texas Rolls, they fit 4 x 6 on your sheet. When using this method, your rolls will rise into each other and be
very soft. We use them all the time to take them to family meetings. They are ideal for making small sandwiches with delicacies. I am constantly asked how my rolls always look so good. Well, here's my little secret: Always put a pretty side roll on top. The beautiful side? Yes, all the rolls come from a beautiful side and not a very nice side. Here, let me show
you. Not a very pretty side (put this side on the bottom) :P the retreating side (put this side up): You can see that even if there are some lines on the roll (which will make you think it's the bottom), this side is much smoother. The little lines will simply disappear as the roll rises, where the occasional rough side of the roll is not smoothed as well. Tip #2: Don't let
them grow too much! You want them to touch each other, but don't Touching! :) How it is: And that's what they look like when they're baked. Oh, yum! You can always peel them with a little melted butter to make them shiny. The time of lifting and baking is the same for all these rolls. Lightly cover the rolls with sprayed plastic wrap and let double the size.
Remove the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees for 15-20 minutes. There you have a beautiful basket friends. (Yes, I just did it!) Hip-hip cheers and happy pastries! There are many more ways to use Rhodes rolls than just thaw, grow and bake. Check out these roll baking tips! Roll Baking Tips 4.0/5 (3 votes, 2 reviews) Ingredients Rhodes Yeast Dinner Rolls
or Rhodes Texas Rolls, thawed but still cold Instructions Double Rolls:Rhodes Dinner Rolls, thawed but still coldsoft butter or margarine squeezeUsing 2 rolls of dinner, put flat sides together and then place sideways in a sprayed bun. Squeeze the butter or margarine between the rolls, if desired. This helps to keep the definition between the rolls. Cover with
sprayed plastic wrap and let grow to double size. Remove the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 15-20 minutes or until golden brown. Cloverleaf Rolls:Rhodes Dinner Rolls, thawed but still cold butter or margarine squeezed With scissors or a knife, cut the rolls in half. Place three halves in each sprayed bun tin cup. If desired, roll the balls in
flour first. Squeeze the butter or margarine between the halves of the roll, if desired. Cover with sprayed plastic wrap and let grow to double size. Remove the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 15-20 minutes or until golden brown. Swirl Rolls: Rhodes Texas Rolls or Rhodes Dinner Rolls, thawed but still coldflourRoll and stretch one Texas roll
or two dinner rolls, put together, in a 12-inch rope. Roll out in the flour and form coils. Place in a sprayed cupcake tin cup. Cover with sprayed plastic wrap and let grow to double size. Remove the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 15-20 minutes, or until golden brown. Butterflake Rolls:12 Rhodes Texas Rolls or 24 Rhodes Dinner Rolls, thawed
but still coldsoft butter or squeeze margarine Using one Texan roll (or two dinner rolls combined with the ball), make 4 or 5 deep cuts in each roll with scissors, cutting almost to the bottom. Brush the butter or squeeze the margarine into each incision and place the roll into the sprayed tin tins. Cover with sprayed plastic wrap. Let it rise to double size. Remove
the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 15-20 minutes or until golden brown. Knot Rolls:12 Rhodes Dinner Rolls, defrosted but still cold1 egg whipped seeds, if desired roll each roll in a 9-inch rope and tie into a knot. Place on a large sprayed baking sheet. Clean each knot with a beaten egg. Sprinkle with seeds, if desired. Cover with sprayed
plastic wrap and let grow to double Remove the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 15-20 minutes or until golden brown. Parkerhouse Rolls:20 Rhodes Dinner Rolls, thawed but still cold2 tablespoons of oil or margarine, melted flour to prevent sticking, smooth every roll into the oval. Brush the center with melted oil. Fold in half by wringing the
edges together a little. Dust on top with flour and place on a large sprayed baking sheet. Cover cover Sprayed with plastic wrap and let grow to double size. Remove the wrapper and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 15-20 minutes. Frozen dinner rolls to make with fresh, hot bread every night for a reality dinner! This recipe for homemade Rhodes rolls
came together quickly and lasted for months in the freezer. Also, this recipe turns out to be even better than the expensive packages in your store  Last month, I was psychotically busy preparing for the camp to cook for the girls camp of our church. I was alone in my assignment to cook for 90 mouths, so I really can't put into words the amount of time,
stress and craziness that has been my life during these weeks. To stay away from being completely insane, I kept the week's menu very simple and I hope no one was disappointed. I'm sure everyone thought they would eat a ton of homemade treats and treats because the food blogger was making all the food. Well well  My inner foodie can't be
completely ignored however, so I decided to treat the campers and make 240 homemade rolls for dinner on the first night. Yes, it was ambitious with everything else I had to prepare, so I knew that the only way I could make it work was to break out my appliance for DIY Frozen Rhodes Dinner Rolls. It's a huge time saver! To make frozen dinner rolls, first mix
the party of your favorite dinner roll recipe. (You don't? click here for my rock star dinner roll recipe that people just can't get enough of!) Allow the dough to rise to double until it is covered. Once it has risen once, shape the rolls at will on a lightly greased cookie sheet then cover lightly. I like to use my favorite heavy duty half-leaf pan in the freezer for this job.
You don't want your rolls to pick up completely at this stage. In fact, you just want them to start puffing a bit. Compare my first photo with this second picture to see what I mean, just starting to puff. Once they have got to this stage, put the entire pan in the freezer, found until they are frozen solid. It will take 8 to 12 hours. Once your rolls are completely frozen,
just substitute them in a large freezer bag and put them back in the freezer until you need them. They will stay good in the freezer for a month. When it comes time to turn your frozen dough into amazingly delicious rolls like these here, just place them on a lightly greased cookie sheet and cover them lightly. Let them rise to a doubling of size. Since they are
frozen, it can take anywhere from 5-7 hours depending on how warm your home is. If you need to speed up the process, you Can heat the oven to 150 degrees and let them rise there, which will reduce the growth time in half. Once they have fully risen, bake them according to the instructions of the original recipe. How to. How to.
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